BML2 Project Group - Our response to the Gibb Report

The publication this summer of the Gibb Report necessitates a response to those matters which could directly affect the BML2 project. The author of the
report, Chris Gibb, aims to provide: ‘Changes to improve the performance of the Southern network and train services, and restore passenger confidence’.
His report is dominated to a large extent by the continuing dispute over Driver-only operation (DOO). It is not for us to take sides or comment upon the
current industrial disagreement. We are, however, interested in what Gibb has to say about the Uckfield line, hence this document outlining our views.

INFRASTRUCTURE
We AGREE very much when he says:
‘The infrastructure on the Southern network is in a poor and unreliable
condition. Along with the rest of the 2018 Thameslink network the condition of
the infrastructure needs to be urgently raised. This is not complicated stuff – it is
about rail renewal, switch & crossing renewal, sleeper renewal, ballast renewal
/ removal of wet beds, drainage improvements, telecoms / signalling cable
renewal, axle counter introduction, vegetation, removal of temporary speed
restrictions, attention to fencing, structures and earthworks.’
Across many decades we have been concerned about neglect and cost-cutting
on regular maintenance which began as far back as the 1960s. This culminated
in a backlog of repairs and eventually, in some circumstances, the need for
major renewals where previously sound infrastructure has subsequently failed.

The London end of Grove Hill tunnel at Tunbridge Wells in 2014. This growth
has subsequently been trimmed back.
Underline bridge between Crowborough and Buxted on the Uckfield branch
with evidence of brick spalling and movement - as the white mark indicates.

In the south, government policy has historically been towards extracting the
maximum possible use out of an underfunded system. Despite the fact that
demand has risen dramatically, renewals and maintenance have not matched
and it appears to us that only recently has this problem been acknowledged.
On busy lines this has always been problematical, as Gibb says: ‘Most
maintenance can only be undertaken when trains are not running.’ Nowhere is
this more evident than on the ever-busy Brighton main line where Network Rail
indicated repair slots of little more than 2 hours in 24.
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ROUTE AND NETWORK
EXPANSION
It is a matter of great regret that in regard
to EXPANDING the south’s badlyoverloaded network, Chris Gibb
exemplifies the ‘do nothing’ attitude
which continues to pervade the rail
industry. It is also regrettable that he
displays no appreciation of the suppressed
role of the Uckfield line, especially its
unique and hugely valuable ability to
alleviate the critical and rising
overcrowding which seriously affects the
nearby Brighton and Tonbridge main lines.
Part of this is evident in his cursory
statement: ‘It passes through rural areas
of Kent and terminates in East Sussex’.
In actual fact, the Uckfield line serves
some of the most populated areas in
Surrey and East Sussex whilst, as BML2, it
would connect into the key commuter
town of Tunbridge Wells. As such, BML2 is
of strategic importance in relation to the
Brighton and Tonbridge main lines.

Source: East Sussex County Council 2001
Each grid square represents 1,000 heads of population - for example Lewes 16,000 (in 2001)
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Gibb argues – ‘Double tracking the route is not necessary’ – a conclusion similarly reached by the 2016 London & South Coast Corridor Study when considering
the current status of the branch to Uckfield.
In its current configuration, the 25-mile Hurst Green – Uckfield section has three long passing loops totalling 12½ miles which Gibb contends ‘offer a degree of
flexibility to accommodate late running.’ Regular commuters would dispute this, especially when on occasions they are evacuated at Crowborough in the
evening when trains are unexpectedly terminated short of their destination.
He backs up his argument by claiming: ‘many single-track railways in Europe operate very reliably.’ Undoubtedly that is very true on the continent, but it is
not comparing like with like and remains questionable whether these lines operate into such a busy capital such as London, or have to compete with so many
other intensive services for train paths. Cancelled services also have a dramatic and negative impact on the route, leaving the peak with just an hourly service.
This deters many from using the current Uckfield branch and opting instead to railhead to the Brighton or Tonbridge main lines where far more services
operate.

ELECTRIFICATION
Gibb comes out very strongly in favour of electrifying the existing 25-mile branch between Hurst Green and Uckfield in its current configuration of single track
with passing loops. However, this suggestion is not shared by many. A good example comes from a well-informed, long-standing Uckfield commuter, who
works in the transport industry and takes a different view:
‘Daily experience says very quickly that electrifying with the existing track layout would be a total waste of money, as well as negatively affecting future
opportunities unless done properly – a lot of pain for no gain (or very little gain) as far as I can see. Without building more resilience into the track layout, the
only benefit electrification MIGHT offer is slightly improved acceleration. Whilst unit failures/shortages are pretty commonplace on the 171 fleet (partly
through trying to run with too few spare units) similar failings are not exactly unknown amongst the 377 fleet – just take a look at the "current services"
section of the Southern website at any time!’
Concerns have also been expressed that the quality of the journey would also suffer: ‘I would also argue that electrification would result in poorer passenger
service given the random nature of seating on 377s and its sparsity on 700s (not to mention the lack of padding). The only advantage may be to enable more
through trains to/from London in the peaks (or even all day) with potential for a 30 minute frequency without needing more paths through East Croydon probably by splitting/joining East Grinstead portions at Oxted (sound familiar?). But that would slow services down as they'd inevitably be all stations north of
Oxted. Through trains to Victoria anybody?’
In order to fund electrifying the current single-line system with its maximum half-hourly service Gibb proposes the raising of Uckfield line fares (by over 60%)
‘I think it would be reasonable to increase fares with an improved service, to bring them more into line with those charged on the Hastings - London line. An
annual season ticket from Crowborough to London should rise in small steps from the current £2,844 towards £4,680, as long as the electrification is a success
and delivers increased passenger capacity and improved performance. This should happen from the next franchise onwards.’
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The overwhelming amount of criticism was levelled at Gibb’s further suggestion:
‘The former track bed can be used to keep the necessary infrastructure for electrification within the footprint of Network Rail land wherever possible, keeping
costs and timescales down.’
We DISAGREE in the strongest possible terms with the placement of any electrical or mechanical infrastructure on the adjacent trackbed of the former up/
down main running lines. This would be foolish in the extreme, not least because it would have serious consequences in terms of cost and upheaval in
returning the route to its previous role as a main line between London and the Sussex Coast – as well as into Tunbridge Wells.
Such savings would be paltry and Network Rail has a history of short-sighted and rash decisions made in the past involving instances of false economy and
then regretting the consequences.

A NEW LONDON – SOUTH COAST MAIN LINE
To say that Gibb makes scant reference to BML2 is being generous, but it comes as no surprise because, as with some of his compatriots, he adopts the
ingrained ‘not invented here’ attitude. It is a matter of regret that he displays no interest in, or possibly understanding of, the role it would play in alleviating
severe problems across London and South East.
Network Rail is more than well aware of the insufficient track space available to operate more trains in the South East. The huge upsurge in rail patronage
combined with new development and employment in London has found the rail system insufficient and wholly inadequate in certain areas. Efforts to
operate more intensive services are fraught with difficulties, whilst overcrowding on trains is a rapidly growing problem. This is despite the introduction of
new rolling stock with less comfortable seating and an emphasis on greater standing space as introduced on the class 700 Thameslink trains.
Neither do we expect those in Network Rail to be commercially-minded in appreciating how BML2 will open up massive opportunities for development,
prosperity and regeneration across the capital. Nevertheless, a modicum of this appreciation would have been encouraging.
As others, outside of the rail industry, have commented on many occasions, the railway is central to the economic health and future growth of the local
economy – as well as that in London. The whole system has remained untouched in terms of reopening links or building new lines, whilst in actual fact it has
diminished even further since the notorious cuts of the 1960s.
As a result, rather than accede to BML2’s widely-acknowledged benefits and usefulness, Gibb makes what has been viewed as a contemptuous comment:
‘Should it ever be decided to reopen Uckfield – Lewes as a local service, the existing service, up to half hourly, can be extended on to Lewes and elsewhere
without redoubling the sections between Uckfield and Hever.’
The railway should not operate on a ‘like-it-or-lump-it-basis’, so redolent of the worst era of British Rail. It should respond to public and business demand
wherever necessary and Government, effectively being owners of the public rail system, needs to respond accordingly.
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TUNBRIDGE WELLS AND KENT

Tunbridge Wells - heavily restricted
and constrained

We fully recognise that Gibb was not asked to consider the role the BML2 project could fulfil – not only for Sussex,
but also Kent. It should not be overlooked that the project includes this equally-important former main line and its
services into Tunbridge Wells – principally from London via Croydon, but also Brighton. His comment on this area
and this particular route is confined to: ‘In 1985 the branch from Eridge to Tunbridge Wells, and a diesel train
maintenance depot at Tunbridge Wells, were closed. Some of this line has since reopened as a heritage railway.’
Following the palpably disastrous decision in the mid-1960s to shelve plans for full electrification and intensive
services between Croydon, Oxted, Tunbridge Wells (West) and Lewes, the route was consigned to wither away until
all that remained was an hourly local service between Eridge and Tonbridge. Public opinion was eventually proved
right in sensing that British Rail was doing its utmost to deter this service being used. Devoid of direct services to
Croydon and London, the borough’s spacious and grandest station at Tunbridge Wells (West) fell into disrepair in
the 1960s until it could be sold as a prime redevelopment site in the mid-1980s once the useful, though badly rundown, service connecting Sussex with Kent could finally be extinguished in July 1985.
Without question, it is a direct consequence of extremely bad decisions made between the 1960s-80s, that today
the parallel Tonbridge and Brighton main lines experience such challenging problems of congestion and lack of
capacity. An examination of Network Rail’s Sussex Route Study leaves no doubt that the Brighton Line is the root of
its problems. Similarly, Network Rail’s Kent Study is unequivocal that the Tonbridge Line is the fundamental
obstruction. Needless to say, it is the travelling public who suffer most – and usually on a daily basis – whilst the
towns, boroughs and cities in the south continue to be disregarded when it comes to investment in critical transport
infrastructure.
A good example is Tunbridge Wells which experiences enormous problems of road and rail traffic congestion.
Measures to alleviate some of the worst road congestion have been implemented and further actions are in the
pipeline. Such is not the case with the railway which remains constrained; relying entirely on the cramped and
constrained station which has just two under-length platforms. Despite such gridlock and operational restraints,
Tunbridge Wells is being forced to accept 13,000 new homes in the borough over the next twenty years. The railway
cannot manage existing demand, let alone any increase which is somehow expected to be accommodated.

Magnificent - Tunbridge Wells (West)
closed in 1985

Neither is it true for Gibb to say that this route (Eridge – Tunbridge Wells) has ‘since reopened’ – albeit he qualifies
this as a ‘heritage’ railway. Tragically for the South East, this route, a shamefully wasting asset, remains effectively
closed. It operates no public service – and can never perform this function in its present state. It has no value
whatsoever as part of an important and much-needed transport system – nor can it ever fulfil that role all the while
it remains excluded from the national network.
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SUSSEX
It remains equally imperative for the South East that the Uckfield line is returned to its
main line status, capable of operating direct and frequent services straight into Lewes and
on to Eastbourne, Newhaven and Seaford. The protected but wholly redundant rail corridor
beyond Uckfield is all but worthless in land value terms, but priceless in its revitalised role
as new rail link between London and the South Coast.

To central London
Canary Wharf
Stratford
Stansted
East Anglia etc

BML2’s direct link into Brighton from Uckfield via Ashcombe tunnel under the South Downs
is of paramount importance. This provides the shortest, most convenient and lucrative
connection possible between the booming coastal city and the capital. There is simply no
other route which comes anywhere near delivering the enormous benefits and advantages.
Combined, BML2 links all the centres of employment and growth along this part of the
Sussex coast with major towns in East Sussex, West Kent and South East Surrey. It would be
a principal driver of growth and prosperity and should be recognized as such.

CROYDON

Hurst Green Junction
The railway also provides the most environmentally acceptable form of transport possible
and BML2 – by traversing the Green Belt; Ashdown Forest; the High and Low Weald Areas
of Outstanding Natural Beauty; and the South Downs National Park – should rightfully be
acknowledged as the supreme mover of people and mode of transport for those wishing to
travel and gain access to the region.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
CENTRAL
WEST

EAST GRINSTEAD

THIRD RAIL OR OVERHEAD?
Further electrification as well as the form of electrification for BML2 is clearly not
something for the BML2 Project Group to determine – be it an extension of the 750v DC
third rail or the AC overhead system (OLE). However, the latter appears to have distinct
advantages in terms of capital and running costs, speed and operation, integration with
other systems, as well as the environment.
Chris Gibb comes out strongly in favour of OLE. If this was determined to be the preferred
choice by the consortium prepared to fund and deliver BML2, then we suggest it might
initially be wired thus (see diagram). The necessary power supply switchover from existing
third rail to overhead could then be accomplished while standing at stations (Tunbridge
Wells and Lewes) rather than in transit (near Hurst Green Junction) as he suggests.

Uckfield

Ashcombe
LEWES
BRIGHTON
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TRAIN FLEET DEPOTS
We AGREE with his proposal to build train fleet depots at both
Newhaven Marine and Crowborough. The former could, he estimates,
accommodate 20 vehicles which would save running empty stock
from Brighton at the start of the morning peak. If possible, we would
like to see this increased because it could be a helpful and sensible
way forward for operating BML2 services.
More interestingly and perhaps of greater value is his further proposal
to see the currently derelict space and former sidings at Crowborough
used to berth as many as 48 vehicles. This is a sizeable advantage –
the equivalent of four 12-car trains. He recommends a train crew
depot should also be established there, rather than recruiting from
Selhurst or Norwood.
The irreversible loss of the once-expansive Tunbridge Wells (West)
depot could be compensated for in this way. Indeed, the
Crowborough location appears to be an even more suitable place
given the future upgrade of the Uckfield line as BML2 with many more
services operating.
We anticipate more detailed assessments and calculations will be
necessary to evaluate Gibb’s Crowborough depot suggestion. It is
conceivable that this could possibly form part of the investment
package currently under consideration because the stabling of an
increased train fleet needs to be addressed. Therefore, on the face of
it and in regard to its suitability and strategic advantages to BML2
operation, this seems an eminently worthwhile proposition.
Similarly, the Newhaven depot looks set to offer substantial
advantages as pointed out by Gibb. From our perspective this bolsters
the opportunities to work additional BML2 services directly between
London – Lewes and Seaford as well as Eastbourne. This appears to be
a good start towards increasing the fleet which would be required to
operate increased service patterns from the Sussex Coast to London.

Crowborough - where Gibb proposes a depot to berth 48 vehicles on former sidings
east of the station (shown left of picture)
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BML2 BENEFITS TO GTR (Greater Thameslink Railway)
Providing new and wholly separate pathways for direct trains between
the Sussex Coast (Eastbourne, Seaford, Newhaven, Lewes, and
especially direct from Brighton) is the only way of effectively
alleviating the strain on the BML. Cramming yet more services onto
the already congested BML only attracts more passengers to aggravate
the situation. Avoidance wherever possible of the major stress
locations between two points – Sussex Coast towns and the capital – is
both necessary and desirable.
A principal cause of the historic problems afflicting the Brighton Line is
railheading and the magnetic draw of perceived faster journeys and
more frequent services. Currently, the Uckfield branch with its slower
timings and maximum-possible 2 trains per hour is wholly inadequate
and a deterrent for many.
Equally, BML2 will significantly ease not only the present, but also the
increasing burden threatening to overwhelm the Tonbridge main line.
Tunbridge Wells is a tremendously important centre for commuting,
quite apart from the impact of railheading which occurs on the route
further north.
In central London, BML2’s combined phases will bring substantial relief
to the Thameslink corridor through Blackfriars/Farringdon; the
overloading of which has scarcely been acknowledged, let alone
appreciated. Once day-to-day operation commences, with all the
familiar unforeseen knock-on delays occurring, the capital risks finding
itself in a very invidious position with another London Bridge-style
bottleneck on its hands.
There will also be considerable relief of central London congestion,
locations at London Bridge in particular, with the new BML2 line
crossing the Thames between Lewisham and Stratford and serving
Docklands.

Brighton - London Thameslink service leaving Clayton tunnel (South Downs) worked
by class 700 stock.
Image courtesy David Nunn
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NEXT STEPS
Leaving the current disputes (DOO) to one side, and in the hope that agreement can finally be reached, we look forward to a better and more resilient railway
network serving London and the South East. As the foremost mass-transit system, fundamental to a thriving economy, both nationally and locally, we cannot
afford to ignore the pivotal contribution made by the railway to the economy and the quality of modern life.
In the light of the strong interest and backing being shown in BML2 by private investors, the rail industry needs to participate fully in all of this and seize with
both hands the wide range of opportunities the project presents. Otherwise, we shall continue to stumble from crisis to crisis, year after year. There is nothing
to lose and everything to gain from bringing such expertise forward and adopting a highly-positive attitude towards delivering this massive upgrade. The
project would not only release sizeable amounts of additional capacity, both track and train, but would permit opportunities towards the better maintenance
of the network.
We therefore hope to see working partnerships being formed between all interested parties whereby the beleaguered travelling public may at last see a
substantial and well-defined transformation of rail services in the region.
Brian Hart, BML2 Project Manager, September 2017
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